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Abstract

Both clinicians and neuroscientists have long been interested in the topic of fear conditioning, with recent advances in neuroscience, in particular, igniting a shared interest in further translation between these domains. Here, we review some historical aspects of this relationship and the progress that has been made in translating the neuroscientific study of fear conditioning to the conceptualization and treatment of mental disorders, especially anxiety-related disorders. We also address some conceptual and methodological challenges faced by this research, and offer some suggestions to support future progress in the field.

1. Introduction

When in 1920, John B. Watson and Rosalie Rayner conditioned a young child who would become known as “Little Albert”, they could not have imagined the extraordinary impact that their experiment would have in our current conceptualization of anxiety-related disorders, almost a century later. Over the past two decades, in particular, this legacy has been strengthened by the advances in neuroscience, in particular, igniting a shared interest in further translation between these domains. Here, we review some historical aspects of this relationship and the progress that has been made in translating the neuroscientific study of fear conditioning to the conceptualization and treatment of mental disorders, especially anxiety-related disorders. We also address some conceptual and methodological challenges faced by this research, and offer some suggestions to support future progress in the field.

2. How did we get here? From Watson to FMRI

Watson is considered one of the founding fathers of behaviorism as a scientific movement or paradigm. Besides introducing behaviorism, Watson's emphasis on environmental influences sharpened the focus of experimental psychology on the construct of 'learning' and on the formulation of 'laws of behavior', a focus which endured for at least three decades. During that period, experimental psychology was also heavily influenced by research in laboratory animals (Kazdin, 1978; Krasner, 1990). Research into classical (Pavlovian) conditioning processes, in particular, shaped the development of behavior modification approaches, including early forms of behavior therapy, until the mid-twentieth century. The initial focus of behavior therapy was in the treatment of fears and anxiety (or “neuroses”), which can be traced back to the original Pavlovian conditioning experiment on “Little Albert”. In this famous experiment, the infant Albert – who initially displayed no signs of fear to a white rat, was made to fear the rat when associated with a noise of a hammer strike on a steel bar. The fear of the rat then generalized to other perceptually similar objects, such as a fluffy white beard. Although the “Little Albert” study does not conform to the ethical standards of modern behavioral research, it is considered the first laboratory demonstration of fear conditioning in a human. It also inspired an important follow-up experiment by Mary Cover Jones demonstrating effective behavior modification based on the principles of fear conditioning (Jones, 1924). In the “Little Peter” experiment, the child – who displayed signs of fear to rabbits before the experiment – learned to overcome this fear by associating the presence of rabbits...
with a pleasurable activity (eating candy). While Peter ate candy, the rabbit was placed closer and closer until the rabbit was eventually close enough to nibble on Peter's fingers. Considered the first controlled demonstration of counterconditioning in humans, the “Little Peter” experiment influenced the work of Wolpe and the development of behavior modification techniques, like systematic desensitization (Wolpe, 1961).

The application of learning models, including fear conditioning models, to clinical psychology, especially with application to anxiety-related disorders, thrived during a ‘golden age’ that lasted approximately 30 years. In the 1970s, however, the ‘cognitive revolution’ had come to dominate the clinical field (see Greenwood, 1999), and although fear conditioning models were developed to incorporate cognitive variables (see Mackintosh, 1974), for a number of reasons the focus on fear conditioning in mental health research declined.

In contrast, interest in fear conditioning remained stable in neuroscience and become particularly prominent in the 1980s. Although interest in the biological basis of classical conditioning dates back to at least Pavlov (end of the 19th century), the impetus for biological research was primarily stimulated 50 years later with Mowrer’s “two-factor” theory, which merged Pavlovian and instrumental approaches. According to Mowrer, conditioned fear reduction was the main reinforcer of avoidance conditioning. By the 1950s, avoidance conditioning had become the dominant paradigm through which to examine the brain basis of fear learning. The influence of Mowrer’s work, and that of his colleague Neal Miller, remained prominent until the 1980s (LeDoux, Moscarello, Sears, & Campese, 2017). However, by this time, due to unresolved conceptual issues and inconclusive results regarding the brain basis of avoidance, most researchers interested in learning had shifted their focus to ‘simpler’ Pavlovian conditioning approaches.

The characterization of specific neural mechanisms of Pavlovian conditioning throughout the 1980s significantly raised the profile of conditioning research in the neuroscience realm. As a consequence of these discoveries: “fear conditioning thus became a process that is carried out by cells, synapses, and molecules in specific circuits of the nervous system” (LeDoux, 2014, p. 2873). Indeed, throughout the 1980s and 90s, rapid gains were made in mapping the neural circuits involved in various fear conditioning processes, including acquisition, extinction, generalization, cue competition effects, and contextual processes. Most notably, this research highlighted the amygdala as a primary hub in the brain’s fear circuitry involved in the learning and expression of conditioned defensive behavior.

By the early 1990s, the availability of functional neuroimaging techniques, including positron emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) had begun to transform research in the fields of human cognitive and clinical neuroscience. In particular, the development of fMRI, which offered superior temporal resolution to PET, was especially relevant to expanding fear conditioning research in humans (Büchel, Morris, Dolan, & Friston, 1998; Kevin S; LaBar, Gatenby, Gore, LeDoux, & Phelps, 1998). The development of this line of research, which has remained strongly influenced by animal fear conditioning models, has broadly reinforced the notion that Pavlovian conditioning processes are suited to cross-species translational research.

2.1. The Brain’s extended ‘fear circuit’

Given the widespread interest in the neurobiology of fear conditioning, there are a number of remarkable in-depth reviews on this topic (e.g., Herr & Johansen, 2014; LeDoux, 2000; Tootle, Fadok, & Lüthi, 2015). Thus, we provide just a brief overview of the major neurocircuity that is thought to be conserved across mammalian species and that has an important role in governing emotional learning processes in fear conditioning.

The predominant neurocircuity centers on connections within and between the amygdala, hippocampus and extended areas of the medial prefrontal cortex. The amygdala is crucial for the acquisition, storage, and expression of learned fear associations through widespread connections with sensory regions, and output connections with areas involved in defensive behavior (LeDoux, 2000). The anterior cingulate cortex (prelimbic cortex in rodents), in particular has been associated with the expression of conditioned fear responses, whereas the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (infralimbic cortex in rodents) is important for inhibiting threat expression by downregulating amygdala activity. In the context of conditioning research, the ventromedial prefrontal cortex has been predominately investigated for its role in the learning, storage, and retrieval of extinction (‘safety’) memories (Milad & Quirk, 2012). The hippocampus is important for forming contextual fear associations, and in contextually gating the retrieval of extinction memories (Maren, Phan, & Liberzon, 2013). Emerging neuroscience research using pioneering fine-scale molecular imaging and activity-dependent neural tagging techniques is now beginning to reveal how distinct neural populations and synaptic connections within and between these regions orchestrate the balance between the expression of threat- and safety-related behaviors (Krabbe, Gründemann, & Lüthi, 2018).

Human fMRI studies of conditioning processes have most consistently emphasized the involvement of extended medial prefrontal cortex areas in responding to conditioned fear/threat and safety signals. The anterior cingulate cortex, together with anterior insular cortex, are among the brain regions most reliably involved in human conditioned fear/threat processing, whereas the ventromedial prefrontal cortex is consistently more responsive to conditioned safety signals (Fullana et al., 2016). Translating the role of the amygdala, clearly demonstrated in rodents (LeDoux, 2000), to human fMRI has turned out to be more complicated. In the recent meta-analysis of fear conditioning fMRI studies by Fullana et al. (2016), the amygdala was not identified as consistently showing tissue activity. In contrast, in patients with amygdala lesions, impaired conditioned fear acquisition has been demonstrated (Bechard et al., 1995; Klumpers, Morgan, Terburg, Stein, & van Honk, 2014; LaBar, LeDoux, Spencer, & Phelps, 1995).

Inconsistent translation of the animal neuroscience to human neuroimaging could of course be due to a number of methodological factors that do not necessarily call into question the role of these regions in fear conditioning in humans. For instance, failure to detect amygdala activity in fMRI could be due to well-known difficulties in signal detection from this region (e.g. Weiskopf, Hutton, Josephs, & Deichmann, 2000). Another potential explanation comes from animal neuroscience, which shows that a relatively small number of sparsely distributed neurons respond to a fear conditioned stimulus (CS+) (Reijmers, Perkins, Matsuo, & Mayford, 2007), which could be below what is required for detecting regional activity with fMRI. Furthermore, in addition to neurons responding to the presence of a CS+, a roughly equal number respond to the absence of a CS+ (Haubensak et al., 2010). Because conventional fMRI applies spatial filtering (‘smoothing’) at a multi-voxel level, observed fMRI responses to a threat and control conditioned stimuli within the amygdala in humans might be similar. Indeed, three fMRI studies of human fear conditioning using different (multivariate) approaches and focusing on trial-by-trial activation patterns have illustrated that amygdala activity can differ between a CS+ and CS- (safety conditioned stimulus) during fear conditioning (Bach, Weiskopf, & Dolan, 2011; Staib & Bach, 2018; Visser, Scholte, Beemsterboer, & Kindt, 2013).

Despite these caveats, animal and human experimental studies remain focused on understanding the contribution of this extended neural circuitry to distinct fear conditioning processes, including their clinical translation in studies of patients with anxiety-related disorders. Regarding the latter, a common observation in fMRI studies of such patient groups is that they demonstrate heightened activation of the anterior cingulate, insula, and less consistently the amygdala, in response to conditioned threats, when compared to healthy or trauma exposed control participants (Milad et al., 2009; Rougemont-Bücking et al., 2015).
et al., 2011; Suarez-Jimenez et al., 2019; Veit et al., 2002).

In fMRI studies of differential fear conditioning, patient groups have also shown reduced activity in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex to cues that signal safety. Such reductions in vmPFC activity to cues signalling that have been observed in PTSD (Jovanovic, Kazama, Bachevalier, & Davis, 2012; Milad et al., 2009; Rougemont-Bücking et al., 2011; Suarez-Jimenez et al., 2019), GAD (Cha et al., 2014; Via et al., 2018), and OCD (Apergis-Schoute et al., 2017; Milad et al., 2013). Reduced activation of the vmPFC during fear extinction learning was also shown to predict poorer response to exposure therapy in patients with SAD (Ball, Knapp, Paulus, & Stein, 2017). Thus, while altered fear conditioning has long been suggested in the pathophysiology of anxiety-related disorders (Eysenck, 1979), it is only more recently that altered processing of conditioned safety signals has received empirical attention, especially in the neuroscientific study of such disorders (Milad & Quirk, 2012).

It is important to note that the (renewed) interest in translational fear conditioning models aligns well with new approaches in mental health research that aim to develop nosological classifications that focus on neural (dys)function rather than on symptoms alone, and which can be eventually linked with personalized interventions (“precision medicine”), such as the ROAMER (Roadmap for mental health research in Europe; Haro et al., 2014) or the RDoC (Research Domain Criteria; Insel, 2014; see https://www.nimh.nih.gov/research/research-funded-by-nimh/rdoc/constructs/rdoc-matrix.shtml) initiatives. In fact, some authors have noted that fear-conditioning models could be one of the best candidates for translating neuroscientific discoveries into clinical applications (Anderson & Insel, 2006).

3. Translating neuroscience to the clinic

There continue to be pioneering advances in the neuroscience of learning and memory using fear conditioning models, especially in rodents. And with technological developments—such as the use of activity-dependent neural tagging and optogenetics—the fine-scale microcircuitry within and between the amygdala, hippocampus, and medial prefrontal cortex is coming into view (Janak & Tye, 2015; Krabbe et al., 2018; Toyote et al., 2015). But an important and highly interesting question going forward is whether and how breakthroughs in the neuroscience of fear learning ultimately contribute to our understanding of, and treatment for, mental health disorders in humans. For example, how does an understanding of the molecular underpinnings of associative fear learning in the amygdala help patients suffering with PTSD? To date, much of the translation from behavioral neuroscience in rodents to treatment of humans with mental health disorders is experimental or preclinical. Like much clinical translational research, there have been periods of early excitement and promise followed by periods of disappointment.

3.1. Disrupting fear memories

One route of translation concerns adapting models of memory consolidation and reconsolidation to treat mental health disorders within a critical time window, using both pharmacological and non-pharmacological approaches (Monfils & Holmes, 2018; Schwabe, Nader, & Pruessner, 2014). One approach is to disrupt the formation of a memory by interfering with the memory consolidation processes soon after learning (McGaugh, 2015). For example, direct injections of a protein synthesis inhibitor into the lateral amygdala can abolish the long-term expression of a conditioned fear memory in rodents (Johansen, Cain, Ostroff, & LeDoux, 2011). But attempts to disrupt learning with less toxic drugs, like the beta-blocker propranolol, are extremely sensitive to the timing between learning and drug administration. Specifically, injection of the beta-blocker propranolol into the lateral amygdala before fear conditioning disrupts formation of a conditioned fear memory (Bush, Caparosa, Gekker, & LeDoux, 2010), but injection immediately after conditioning does not stop the formation of a long-term fear memory (Schiff et al., 2017). This temporal regulation is important, because it suggests that attempts to stop a negative emotional memory from being formed will be thwarted if the drug is not already onboard when the experience occurs. This sensitive time window for disrupting emotional memory formation might explain why attempts to interfere with memory formation soon after a trauma have met with limited or no success (Pitman et al., 2002; Sharp, Thomas, Rosenberg, Rosenberg, & Meyer, 2010; see also Phelps & Hofmann, 2019). From an adaptive memory framework, the propensity to retain fear associations is paramount to evolutionary survival, and hence these emotional experiences may be fiercely resistant to interference and forgetting (see Dunsmoor et al., 2018). But from a clinical perspective, the inability to prevent the formation of emotional memories after a negative experience renders memory modification a challenging treatment strategy.

Because blocking the formation of an emotional memory may be challenging without the use of invasive and unsafe protein synthesis inhibitors, and due to the fact that most individuals seek treatment well after negative life events or traumas, another approach is to disrupt memories after they are already formed. Reactivating an old memory can, under certain circumstances, lend the memory to becoming labile and susceptible to interference during a process known as memory reconsolidation. Invasive injections of protein synthesis inhibitors into the lateral amygdala, after memory reactivation, can effectively block the reconsolidation of a fear conditioning memory (Nader, Schafe, & Le Doux, 2000), and this has been translated to humans with oral administration of propranolol (Kindt, Soeter, & Vervliet, 2009). Limited clinical work has tried to interfere with memory reconsolidation in PTSD by administering the beta-blocker propranolol shortly before memory reactivation, so that the drug is onboard at the time of memory reconsolidation. But results on improving PTSD symptoms have been mixed with some successes (Brunet et al., 2008, 2018) and some negative findings (Wood et al., 2015). A dominating concern in the memory reconsolidation literature is the tenuous effects observed without the use of invasive protein synthesis inhibitors. For instance, research using safe pharmacological approaches, like propranolol, or non-pharmacological techniques, like extinction or interference training following memory reactivation, have been inconsistent across species (e.g. Luyten & Beckers, 2017). Furthermore, whether a consolidated fear memory is susceptible to permanent disruption (or “erasure”) remains controversial (Gisquet-Verrier & Riccio, 2018), and the conditions by which a memory is most susceptible to interference via reconsolidation updating will be challenging to control in a clinical setting (Treanor, Brown, Rissman, & Craske, 2017). Moreover, even memories for single events can be expressed in different ways (subjective, physiological, etc) and each way may be linked to different neural representations, i.e., may involve a different brain system for storage and expression (Phelps & Hofmann, 2019). However, the molecular pathways involved in consolidation and re-consolidation, spanning from neurotransmitters, intra-synaptic signaling, and translational/transcriptional mechanisms to structural changes in the extracellular matrix (Bach, Tzovara, & Vunder, 2018; Bach et al., 2019a, 2019b), are under active investigation. This may provide potential for the development of new drug targets, including repurposing of human-approved compounds (Bach et al., 2019b, 2019a; Ross et al., 2017; Sartori & Singewald, 2019). Note that we have focused here on the applications to interfering with aversive memory in anxiety-related disorders, but memory interference approaches have also been used in substance use disorders on the basis that these involve pathological reward memory (Paulus, Kamboj, Das, & Saladin, 2019; Treanor et al., 2017).

3.2. Strengthening extinction memories

Because extinction is considered new learning (rather than erasure
of the old memory), techniques to generally strengthen learning and memory could be levered to improve extension-based therapies, like exposure. Thus, another method informed by the neuroscience of fear conditioning are drugs that act as putative cognitive enhancers to improve learning and memory during fear extinction training (Singewald, Schmuckemair, Whittle, Holmes, & Ressler, 2015). One drug is D-cycloserine, a partial N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor agonist, shown in rodent studies to improve extinction memory (Davis, Ressler, Rothbaum, & Richardson, 2006; Ledgerwood, Richardson, & Cranney, 2005), probably through enhanced extinction memory consolidation (e.g. Ledgerwood, Richardson, & Cranney, 2003; Parnas, Weber, & Richardson, 2005). Administering this drug in combination with extinction training has shown some promise in well-controlled laboratory fear conditioning experiments, and there is evidence that it augments treatment for anxiety-related disorders (Hofmann, Sawyer, & Asnaani, 2012; Rothbaum et al., 2014). However, a recent individual patient data meta-analysis concluded that D-cycloserine indeed enhances the effect of exposure-based therapy, but the effect size was modest (Mataix-Cols et al., 2017). Important to note is that none of the studies established beforehand if their participants indeed suffered from extinction (consolidation) deficits, and it might well be that this process is only hampered in a subset of patients suffering from anxiety-related disorders. Neuroscientific methods that could reliably identify individuals with such deficits would have important clinical implications and contribute towards "precision medicine" approaches.

One pitfall of the use of a putative cognitive enhancer is that a treatment session that results in heightened (rather than reduced) fear and anxiety within-session may be preferentially remembered under a drug that enhances learning and memory, thus rendering treatment counterproductive (Litz et al., 2012; Smits et al., 2013). Thus, caution should be exercised when administering techniques that strengthen learning and memory to prevent "good" exposure therapy from going "bad" (Hofmann, Otto, Pollack, & Smits, 2014). Further knowledge on appropriate dosages, timing, and effects of repeated administration (e.g., tolerance) are also in need of more careful laboratory study before cognitive enhancers should be widely used in combination with behavioral treatment.

There is now emerging research using non-pharmacological neurostimulation to enhance learning and memory in the context of psychiatric treatment. A treatment form that is based on knowledge of the macroscopic functional neuroanatomy of psychopathological phenomena is repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS). This involves placing a strong, focal magnetic field above a certain location on the skull and thus causing an electric field in the brain tissue below. The action radius and effect of this electrical current depend on a number of factors, including the type and orientation of the coil, distance between coil and brain and the intensity, frequency and pattern of the magnetic pulse.

rTMS is now an established treatment for depression (Leaufacher et al., 2014) and applications in anxiety-related disorders are being investigated. Mostly, rTMS is offered as a stand-alone treatment but increasingly also combinations with psychotherapy are being explored. These combinations can take various forms. Series of rTMS sessions can be offered "in parallel" over the same time period (usually a number of weeks) in which also some form of psychotherapy takes place, or both types of treatment can be offered consecutively. The most attractive option, however, is the use of rTMS during psychotherapy sessions. Particularly exposure therapy lends itself for this option because of its proven efficacy, its highly formalized application and available knowledge on the underlying mechanisms. Several of such (relatively small) studies have been undertaken in anxiety-related disorders, with mixed results however (Chalah & Ayache, 2019). This unclear picture is likely due to the large variation in methods between those studies regarding the type and intensity of the rTMS applied, comorbidity, medication use and the presence and type of sham condition. A way forward here could lie in making use of the current insights in the mechanisms of therapy. Exposure therapy may rely on extinction-based memories and success of fear extinction seems important for its short and long term outcome (Lange et al., 2016, 2019). Moreover, it is possible that the therapy effect is subserved by an inhibiting effect of the vmPFC on the amygdala, as suggested in a recent study in healthy volunteers, were the expression of conditioned fear responses was reduced by applying rTMS to the vmPFC (Raij et al., 2018). This study may guide future studies in several ways: The expression of conditioned fear responses was achieved by applying rTMS during extinction learning. This suggests that studies in patients may benefit from a design in which rTMS is applied "online", during an exposure therapy session rather than "offline". Further, target selection for rTMS placement was based on functional connectivity analyses. Clinical studies may also benefit from a more individual and/or disorder related target selection, based on prior connectivity analyses.

3.3. "Novelty-based" approaches

Another strategy to improve memory for extinction, over memory of the fearful experience, is to selectively enhance the consolidation of the extinction memory. One potential approach from the animal behavioral neuroscience literature involves exposing animals to novelty in limited temporal window after learning to enhance consolidation of weak memories stored in the hippocampus, a technique in line with the synaptic-tag-and-capture hypothesis (Frey & Morris, 1997). For instance, in what is referred to as "behavioral tagging" (Moncada & Viola, 2007), animals who undergo a poor context fear extinction session (limited time in the cage without shocks) later expressed a strong extinction memory (diminished freezing in the feared environment) if extinction was shortly followed by exposure to a novel open field (de Carvalho Myskiv, Beneti, & Izquierdo, 2013; Menezes et al., 2015). This model has been extended to explain selective retroactive enhancement of episodic memory in humans (Ounmoor, Murtu, Davachi, & Phelps, 2015). Whether novelty exposure improves human fear extinction memory remains to be shown, and there has been surprisingly little research attempting to translate behavioral tagging to human fear conditioning and extinction.

Importantly, animal studies show that behavioral tagging effects depend on dopamine inputs into the hippocampus (Menezes et al., 2015). Thus, behavioral tagging effects might be indirectly inferred from research using post-extinction administration of L-Dopa. That is, L-Dopa administration after extinction diminishes the renewal of fear in rats and humans (Haaker et al., 2013). To date, these approaches have received fairly limited attention, and much more work is needed to evaluate how they could be adapted to the clinic for treatment of anxiety-related disorders. It is also important to consider whether incorporating novelty or L-Dopa as an adjunct to improve extinction memory might inadvertently strengthen fear memory, similar to inadvertent effects seen in the use of D-cycloserine (Hofmann et al., 2014). For this reason, the use of STC based approaches to putatively strengthen extinction memory warrants caution if applied in a clinical context. For a recent review on these and other approaches for "editing" fear memories, we refer the reader to the recent review by Phelps and Hofmann (2019).

4. Challenges in translation

4.1. Conceptual challenges

The beauty of human fear conditioning paradigms is their simplicity and possibility to translate across various mammal and non-mammal species, such that molecular and cellular knowledge garnered in other species can be leveraged for developing treatments. Nevertheless, the paradigm models only some aspects and symptoms of anxiety-related disorders.

For example, for many specific phobias, there is no consistent
evidence that they emerge in the way that Watson proposed: an early traumatic experience with the to-be-feared stimulus, including actually aversive consequences to the patient. This is particularly obvious for spider phobia in north-central Europe where poisonous spiders do not exist or are rare. It is unclear what the aversive or traumatic consequence of an early spider encounter should have been for the patient. Although observing one’s parent run away from a spider and shout in panic could possibly explain generation of spider phobia, this is not the mechanism proposed by Watson, and is modeled in the laboratory not by fear conditioning but by observational learning paradigms. Despite this, fear conditioning paradigms may still serve to create aversive associations in the laboratory and investigate the success of various extinction techniques for specific phobias.

Furthermore, specific phobias involve symptoms and behavioural phenomena unobserved in fear conditioning paradigms. Among these are the subjective feeling of anxiety but also of other emotional qualities such as disgust (Olatunji, Armstrong, & Elwood, 2017), simple passive and active avoidance of a feared object (Beckers, Krypotos, Boddez, Eftting, & Kindt, 2013), and the heterogeneous and sometimes sophisticated safety behaviors exhibited by patients in the presence of a feared object (see Blakey et al. (2019) for an example). A crucial challenge for fear conditioning research will therefore be to model the emergence of behavioral tendencies (Krypotos, 2015) as well as of behaviors that are qualitatively different from what healthy people do: for example, patients with spider phobia tend to avoid looking at a (harmless) spider, but in the presence of a poisonous spider this behavior would be a rather dangerous strategy. Another important example is the presence of intrusive memories in PTSD. These are not usually reported in human fear conditioning (although they are also rarely investigated). More naturalistic setups such as the trauma film paradigm (see Holmes and Bourne (2008) for a review and Porcheret, Holmes, Goodwin, Foster, and Wulff (2015) for a contemporary example) experimentally elicit these symptoms. Developing behavioral or neural markers for intrusive memory in these paradigms could help develop more controlled setups that may eventually even be back-translated to non-human species. As for specific phobias, it must be emphasized that fear conditioning models cannot (and do not claim) to model all processes or mechanisms involved in complex disorders such as PTSD (see Briscione, Jovanovic, & Norrholm, 2014).

4.2. Methodological challenges

Despite apparent similarities in how fear learning is investigated in the laboratory in different species, it is also clear that the translation of fear conditioning findings from other animals to humans faces multiple methodological challenges. For example, rodent and human fear conditioning experiments typically differ in the types of conditioned stimuli (auditory versus mostly visual); the intensity of unconditioned stimuli (typically much lower in human experiments due to ethical constraints); the focus of outcome measures (fear behavior - mostly freezing - versus psychophysiological/neural responses/subjective reports); etc. Furthermore, rodent experiments typically use single-cue protocols across multiple days, whereas human experiments mostly use differential-cue protocols conducted in a single day (see Lonsdorf et al., 2017, for a comprehensive review). In addition, data reporting practices and analysis approaches vary considerably across animal (Wotjak, 2019) and human (Lonsdorf et al., 2017) fear conditioning studies, which impacts replicability and generalizability (see Lonsdorf, Merz, & Fullana, 2019). As in many fields of clinical neuroscience, a generally accepted measurement-theoretic approach to fear conditioning read-outs is lacking, although initial steps have been taken towards calibrating and optimizing learning measures (Bach et al., 2018b). Addressing these factors will therefore be critical in optimizing the future value of translational research in fear conditioning.

Last but not least, the translation “to the clinic” of fear conditioning models (or treatment techniques based on such models) is often complicated because variables potentially affecting fear-learning processes are typically present in clinical samples. For example, many studies on fear learning in patients with anxiety-related disorders have included patients on medication, but the effects of medication on fear learning processes are still not well understood (Singewald et al., 2015). Similarly, most of these studies include patients with comorbid anxiety or depressive disorders, where the effects of comorbidity on fear-learning processes are still also unclear (see Tinoco-González et al., 2015).

4.3. The need for a “common language”

Neuroscientists and mental health clinicians have different theoretical approaches, use different methods and, overall, talk different languages. As noted above, fear conditioning models seem to be in an ideal position to bridge the gap (i.e., foster translation) between neuroscience and the clinic. However, for these efforts to be fruitful, a better interdisciplinary communication is needed and efforts need to be made to create or strengthen the links between professionals from both fields. As noted recently, there is a need “to galvanize the next generation of clinical scientists and neuroscientists to interact by creating career opportunities that enable them to experience advanced methods in both” (Holmes, Craske, & Graybiel, 2014, p. 289).

5. Future perspectives

5.1. Computational approaches

The idea that alterations in basic fear conditioning and/or extinction contribute to etiology or maintenance of anxiety-related disorders is appealing and has high face validity for clinicians. Nevertheless, studies in controlled laboratory circumstances have so far not been able to identify reproducible characteristic alterations in patient groups. A meta-analysis including over 900 anxiety patients and over 1200 controls has revealed an inconsistent pattern despite the very large sample size (Duits et al., 2015): increased autonomic CS+ responses in patients during acquisition, but neither increased CS+ + responses nor reduced CS+/CS- differences. During extinction, they observed increased CS+ but not CS- responses, and a non-significantly larger CS+ /CS- differences. There are certainly many possible reasons for this inconsistency, including publication bias, inadequate laboratory models, measurement problems, and heterogeneous patient populations with insufficient sample sizes in individual studies. One distinct possibility is that a subtly altered fear learning mechanisms can cope well with everyday threats, including the almost trivial punishments used in laboratory research, such that patient/control differences in laboratory research are weak and inconsistent. However, the system may nevertheless break down when pushed to its dynamic limits, leading to the drastic consequences that patients experience.

Indeed, previous studies have mostly investigated patient-control differences in conditioning or extinction over many trials, or explored patient-control differences in linear changes over trials. However, this analysis approach may not reveal subtle alterations in underlying learning mechanisms. For example, a classical learning theory (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972) would predict that under continuous reinforcement, the trial-by-trial trajectory of learning indices takes an exponential form, where differences in learning rates change the argument of the function. Under partial reinforcement, a learning index would increase by a small amount after reinforcement and decrease by a small amount after non-reinforcement. The magnitude of change after each trial would depend on learning rates and could be different between patients and controls. Taken together, according to this classical view (and other learning theories), altered learning rates would not necessarily lead to pronounced average differences, or different linear change over trials, between patients and controls.

Notably, different learning theories diverge in their predictions on
how alterations in learning rates play out in the trial-by-trial dynamics of learning indices. However, even in healthy humans or animals, these dynamics remain elusive as well. Computational psychology research has only recently begun to scrutinize aversive learning mechanisms. This has revealed that traditional associative learning models (such as the seminal Rescorla-Wagner (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972) and Pearce-Hall rules (Pearce & Hall, 1980)) cannot account for fear conditioning and extinction. To reveal this, at least two approaches are used in the field. First, certain qualitative phenomena (such as backward blocking, latent inhibition, or second-order conditioning) are not compatible with and extinction. To reveal this, at least two approaches are used in the Hall rules (Pearce & Hall, 1980)) cannot account for fear conditioning. This has revealed that traditional associative learning models (such as contemporaneous multidimensional learning (Gershman, 2015). Notably, it is not fully clear what these qualitative phenomena can be observed in humans, and by which learning index (see Maes et al., 2016 for failures to observe blocking). The latter point is important because not all learning measures index the same neural learning mechanism. For example, conscious recollection of threat expectation is suggested to index hippocampus-dependent declarative memory rather than amygdala-dependent threat memory (Bechara et al., 1995). The second approach is to compare trial-by-trial trajectories of learning to predictions of several learning models, in order to reveal which learning model best explains the data. Again, the choice of learning index plays a crucial role: it is not obvious that all learning indices - even if related to the same learning mechanism - relate to the same quantity in the mechanism. For example, skin conductance responses, arguably among the most frequently used human fear conditioning measure, do not appear to relate to US prediction, but rather to some form of uncertainty about this prediction (Li, Schiller, Schoenbaum, Phelps, & Daw, 2011; Tzovara, Korn, & Bach, 2018; Zhang, Mano, Ganesh, Robbins, & Seymour, 2016).

This line of research has demonstrated that the dynamics of conditioned skin conductance responses are not explained by traditional associative learning models and better explained by a hybrid model combining these two learning models (Li et al., 2011; Tzovara et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2016). Next, it was suggested that the dynamics of conditioned skin conductance and pupil size responses are even better explained by a probabilistic model in which learning decays over time (Tzovara et al., 2018). A probabilistic model can also explain backward blocking and latent inhibition (Gershman, 2015). However, the formulation of the model in Tzovara et al. (2018) does not allow for extinction, and this will require further research. A class of models that can theoretically capture various learning phenomena including extinction and return-of-fear has been suggested under the heading of “latent cause models” (Gershman, Blei, & Niv, 2010). These learn structure of the environment and its numerical parameters somewhat independently. It remains to be shown under which range of experimental circumstances these models can explain empirical data. The next step will then be to investigate these models in data from patients with anxiety-related disorders.

A century after John Watson and Rosalie Rayner conducted their seminal study, interest in human fear conditioning models remains alive and well among both neuroscientists and clinicians. Although many challenges lay ahead in the translation of conditioning models for the genuine benefit of patient populations, there are many reasons to be optimistic that this research will continue to critically inform the future optimized treatment of anxiety-related disorders.
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